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At PS1, we recognize that every
child is unique, so we built a
school that nurtures individual
talents and learning styles.
That’s how children become
the best version of themselves,
in a school where fitting in is
about being yourself.

Every Spring issue of PeriScope
is organized around the theme of
sustainability. I have written in the past
about our three major Sustainability
Awards granted us by the City of Santa
Monica and the Chamber of Commerce
over the years, including our receiving the
Grand Prize for Sustainability among all
Santa Monica businesses in 2011.
I have written about five areas of
sustainability that independent schools
seek to address - Environmental , Financial,
Demographic, Global, and Programmatic.
Today I want to write about the issue
from a different, but equally important,
perspective. I am thinking about personal
sustainability – what keeps us engaged in
life, open to new things, teaching ourselves
and learning from others as we move on
a path to success and fulfillment in life.
This doesn’t just happen willy-nilly; it
occurs most often when you grow up in an
environment dedicated to bringing out the
best in each and every one of us.
For individuals, personal sustainability
is what keeps the spark, the curiosity, and
the zest for learning alive. PS1 has three
core values in its approach to education of
young children: Competence, Confidence,
and Connection.

• Competence – what we know
– how we feel about
• Confidence
what we know
– what we do with
• Connection
what we know

C O N
Traditionally, schools have been charged
with the responsibility of imparting
knowledge to young people. The teacher
was most often the ‘sage on the stage.’
Progressive schools have had a hugely
beneficial impact in adding the Confidence
piece and recognizing the importance of
a child centered education. The key piece
that Pluralism brings to the system of
education is the Connection piece.
Elementary school is the engagement
phase of education, the time when you
can develop a lifelong commitment to
learning through schooling made relevant
to your own life experience. Connection
is accomplished not by accident but with
purpose and direction. Many conscious
systematic aspects of PS1 contribute to
connection:
about and interacting with
• Learning
people different from yourself
model educationally and
• Cluster
architecturally

• Everyone on a first name basis
• Planned interactions between classes
known for things they are
• Everyone
good at that make them unique
on both independence and
• Emphasis
interdependence

• Buddy system and camping partners
size allows opportunity to know
• School
and be known by everyone on campus
• Two teachers in a classroom

Letter to the Editor
We have had some wonderful responses from Grandparents to our request for stories from their
childhoods. These stories will be included in the Grandparents Remember Series we are creating for
the PS1 library. Here is a note from one of our parents.
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Hi Deirdre,
My mom is going to send her stories to you! She said after hearing the stories shared at Grandparents
Day it made her think about writing down her memories of WW II for Carver and Flynn.
She wrote two stories. One about the air raid drills during the war. The other story is about going to the
train station to pick up her father after the war was over. They are both fantastic and fascinating to hear
from her perspective as a small girl. Her father was a doctor and was stationed in Africa to take care of
the wounded. He flew all over the world picking up injured soldiers off the battle fields and transporting
them back to Africa to the medical facility.
Her sister was here visiting over spring break, and she told her memories of meeting their father at
the train station as well. She being younger had a slightly different memory. It was wonderful to listen to.
They both talked about their mother running down the track when the train arrived and wondering why
she was hugging this stranger, who of course was their father.
She has not read them to Carver yet, but for me, it was amazing to learn what it was like for her,
growing up during the war. I had never thought about it before.
We can’t take life for granted when we hear how some children grew up, not so long ago.
Carey Hern (mother of Carver in JJ)
We encourage our readers to send in their thoughts, opinions and ideas to Amanda@psone.org

N E C T I O N S
How does connection translate into
everyday practice in the classroom? Allow
me to illustrate. Our Olders cluster just
completed a sustainability fair project
where students, whether individually
or in small groups, chose an aspect
of sustainability and made it personal
through reflection, research, study, and
practice. Lao Tzu, a Chinese philosopher
from around 500 BC, said: “I hear and I
forget; I see and I remember; I do and I
understand.” Our students proved to
themselves the verity of this statement.
They found connections to real life. They
took on personal responsibility. “How can
I be more sustainable?” “What might my
partner and I invent or do to save energy
and resources?” What issues present
themselves with old technology? New
technology? Their subjects included:
“How much water can I collect to save
energy and prevent waste? I chose this
question because I thought that I should
be aware of how much water I am wasting
every day or every week by waiting for the
water to get hot.”
Another child wrote, “I decided to learn
about pencils because it is important to
use sustainable products when I write.
The trees necessary to make the pencils
are technically a renewable resource, but
how they’re harvested can have a big
impact on the environment. Which type
of pencil is more eco-friendly, wooden
or mechanical?” The competence piece,

his research project, helped him realize
that wood pencils require less energy to
manufacture, but don’t last as long as
mechanical ones. The connection piece led
him to his answer which was “It depends.
If you lose things a lot, go wooden. If you
can hold onto things, go mechanical.”
A third began his project with a bucket
and measuring the volume and weight
of food waste in his cluster at the end
of each lunch for a week. He moved on
from his personal experience to his online
research project which became that much
more meaningful because he had injected
himself and his friends first to get the
existing lay of the land in his own life.
One student researched whether it is
more sustainable for a typical 6th grader
to use pencil, paper, and books, or a
computer for writing and reading. After a
lot of research, she concluded that there
are many factors to consider (including the
fact that teachers print out your papers,
computers generate less waste but are
more toxic, etc.) and the issue is too
complex to clearly determine an answer.
Then she brainstormed and sketched
three inventions that could possibly take
the place of either pencil/paper or the
computer and would generate less waste
than either. She presented her ideas
enthusiastically (as ever) to every student
who visited her exhibit.
Other projects focused on: a comparison
of gas, hybrid, and electric cars within their

extended family; studies of alternative
sources of power; the effects of unplugging
chargers in our home when not in use;
energy efficient lighting; how does the
growth of beef and dairy consumption
impact the sustainability of the rain
forests and other non-grazing lands and
what would be the impact of less beef
consumption by humans; the interview of
three store managers to get their ideas
surrounding reusable shopping bags vs.
plastic bags; having her family rent a hybrid
SUV for four days to compare mileage
with their existing gas guzzling SUV.
(Sometimes children’s research projects
can lead to greater family expenditures!)
All of the projects started with
something each student wanted to
hypothesize, experiment, learn, and
discover. Accumulating knowledge is
just one step in the process. All included
the personal touch, asking ‘what can I do
to make our world a better place?’ They
all went beyond the knowledge phase,
exceeded the feel good element and
reached application with the connection
piece. PS1 students are connected to their
thoughts, their values, their families, their
friends, their school, and their learning.
Aren’t those the things that sustain us for
a lifetime?

“	I hear and I forget;
I see and I remember;
I do and I understand.”
Lao Tzu, Chinese philosopher circa 500 BC

Joel Pelcyger, Head of School
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Solar Energy In-Service
PS1 hosted a workshop on the topic of solar energy for all faculty and staff. Facilitators from Santa Monica College and SMGov shared
information about the different sizes and types of solar panels and solar production, monitoring aspects of the panels, and the system
sizes necessary to offset power for the school. Faculty and staff then broke into groups for a hands-on activity. Using a nail board,
eight photovoltaic cells, a voltmeter, ammeter, and solar meter, each group collaborated to produce electricity directly from the sun.
Participants built their own solar modules and calculated the power of the circuits in order to start and run an electric fan.

Traditions Old and

More Sustainability News
PS1 and Sustainable Works recently co-sponsored a three-part workshop series on green living (available to PS1 parents as well as
anyone interested from the outside community). Participants learned about current environmental issues relating to water, waste, and
food, and discussed solutions that not only protect the environment, but also save money. Garry Hart, Executive Director of Sustainable Works, is the parent of PS1 alumni Nicole ‘97 and Matt ‘00. To see the schedule of future green living workshops, check out the
Sustainable Works website: www.sustainableworks.org.
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Itty Bitty

Open House

The Fifth Annual Itty Bitty Art Sale was
held at the Lois Lambert Functional Art
Gallery at Bergamot Station and was a
huge success! Hundreds of people arrived
to view original art donated by artists
from all over the world, including PS1’s
very own students. The word has spread
as alumni, current families, and many
people from the larger community come
to see and purchase the postcard-sized
art for their collections. It is a fabulous
event and tradition that continues to get
better each year.

March 21st was a special day and evening
event as our children showcased to the
community much of what they’ve learned
so far this year in each of the curricular
areas. During the school day, the students
toured and hosted each of the eight other
classrooms. In the evening, parents and
friends visited classrooms to take part in
hands-on activities led by students. From
original skits to educational board games
invented by them, our students engaged
and impressed all who attended. It was a
magical night.

d New
Grandparents and Special Friends Day

Pajama Day

Our PS1 campus was full of grandparents and special friends on Friday, March 8th. Activities in the classroom, as always, were a hit, as students shared their learning with more than
500 visitors who were welcomed on campus. Students created books and treasure boxes
with visitors, shared poetry, and gave tours of campus. For the first time ever, two shows
performed by PS1 parents, with PS1 students providing the musical interludes, premiered
the true stories of the grandparents in the PS1 Memoir Club. Everyone left wanting more.
To learn more about the PS1 Memoir Club, contact Mindy at mindy@psone.org.

On the morning after Open House each
year, students and faculty/staff come to
school dressed up in their Pajamas for a
special themed half-day; a great way to
build school spirit for the whole community!

Staff Appreciation Day

Earth Week
The PS1 Earth Week (April 22-26) featured special sustainability-themed projects, the annual Student Swap, toy delivery, and of course the Olders Science Fair. Classes conducted
“green” centers and lessons on environmental sustainability. Lots of sun-powered projects
were underway – solar surveys, sun printing and more! Teacher Chris (Olders) even invited
a friend from General Motors to talk to students about the benefits of electric vehicles.
Read more about Earth Week in our Curriculum Connections section!

This year’s Staff Appreciation Day began
with a special delivery of orchids for each
of us. After dismissal, hors d’oeuvres and
live music commenced in the Community Room, where faculty and staff were
surprised to find an original art piece
highlighting students’ words of admiration for their teachers. Faculty and staff
were then whisked away to The Lobster,
where we enjoyed a delicious lunch
overlooking the ocean. It was a day we
won’t soon forget and the appreciation
of parents and fellow colleagues made it
truly extraordinary.
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Bonnie and Jayme
Bonnie and Jayme’s students celebrated
Earth Day with a sun-filled field trip to
the Santa Monica Pier. Not only did they
appreciate the beautiful sunny day, they
experienced the only solar-powered Ferris
wheel in the whole world! From 130 feet up
in the air, they got a thrilling view of Santa
Monica Bay and the solar panels that power
the Ferris wheel. Riding the Big Blue Bus
rounded out their earth-conscious trip.

Youngers
Lucia, Gina, and Kitaka
Working in small groups, Lucia, Gina, and
Kitaka’s class designed and constructed
their own solar ovens. Initially students
were able to heat their ovens to approximately 100 degrees. When given the
challenge of how to make them reach
higher temperatures, students reflected
on their designs, innovated, and added
features to trap the heat. Now LGK is
using the ovens to cook tasty treats.

Curriculum Conn
Traci and Jen
How do you know when one day begins
and another one ends? Traci and Jen’s
class tracked the sun over the course of
a day as it moved across the sky making
observations, predictions and conclusions
about the relationship of the earth and the
sun. Now they wonder how they can use
the sun to create energy.

Bridge

Kristin and Shannon
The exploration into solar energy was
student-led in Kristin and Shannon’s class,
inspired by the solar panels on our own
PS1 bridge. Students brought questions
to the group, and then several students
volunteered to take on projects that
involved building, testing and teaching
their newfound knowledge to their peers.
One student used pre-fabricated solar
panels and a fan to create a motorboat,
while another led groups of classmates in
making a light and a solar-powered fan.
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Abbie and Billy
Along with learning about Newton’s Laws
of Motion, amusement park physics and
simple machines, Abbie and Billy’s class
explored several ways to use the sun’s
energy. They built a solar marshmallow
roaster using a Fresnel lens and experimented with solar water bottle light bulbs
which are used in communities in Brazil
and the Philippines. The emphasis in these
explorations was on learning sustainable
ways to harness the sun’s energy.

Olders

nections
Celebrating the Sun

Olders
Students in the Olders Cluster were hard
at work trying to make the world a bit
greener and a bit more sustainable. The
Sustainability Fair was a showcase of the
Olders students’ energy and focus. The
presentations, research, and experiments
were varied, dynamic, and eye-opening.
Several students chose to examine PS1’s
own 80 photovoltaic panels for their
research projects by interviewing local
experts and building models to demonstrate
the cost-savings and restorative benefits
of harvesting the sun’s output. Another
student created an ipod charger out of
lemons, while another collected data to
determine how much water would be saved
by turning off the faucet while brushing
one’s teeth. Meanwhile, students in the
Service Committee were also hard at work
organizing, advertising, and running the
student swap.

Middles
Louise and Holly
How long is a day? How many hours of
sunlight in a day? These were questions
students in Louise and Holly’s class
pondered as they kept a record of sunrise
and sunset times on a giant chart, coloring
in the change of times as our earth rotated
around the sun throughout the months
and seasons. Slowly, a visual model
emerged, demonstrating the shorter days
of winter and the longer days of spring
and fall. A great concept was learned and
experienced over time.
LH students also took a field trip to
Baldwin Hills Scenic Overlook (with JJ).
Led by a park ranger, students hiked up a
steep hill to a state park center where they
viewed various Los Angeles landforms and
landmarks, and spent additional time in the
park’s nature center.

John and Jennine
Scientific investigation into the Hoover
Dam led John and Jennine’s class into
discussions about hydroelectricity
and other sustainable forms of energy
including wind, geo-thermal, tidal, biomass
and, of course, solar. As part of a home
connections assignment, one student drew
a diagram of the solar panels atop her own
home and explained how her family garners
an energy credit from Southern California
Edison. Just like we do at PS1! Students
brainstormed sustainable behaviors such
as bringing a no waste lunch to school,
using reusable bags and as little plastic
and Styrofoam as possible, joining a beach
cleanup, and riding a bike instead of taking
the car! Students were also challenged to
look at a map to find safe and bike-friendly
routes from home to school.
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Aftercare

Music

Aftercare joined the school-wide
celebration of Earth Week. The arts and
crafts choices, all using recycled or natural
materials, included egg shell planters,
leaf collages, can chandeliers, and bottle
cap stamps. Sun printing celebrated our
reliance on the sun. Year ‘round, Aftercare
students and staff enjoy creating useful
items and new toys from trash.

“On a sunny day,
I went a walkin’,
Singing a happy song.
When all of a sudden,
I saw something funny
Followin’ right along….”
The “Shadow Song” is just one of the
favorite ditties inspiring creative movement
as Youngers learn to connect mind, body
and voice in their Music classes.

Curriculum
For the monthly Book Breakfast in the
Library, we heard Ellen Jackson’s Cinder
Edna, the tale of Cinder Ella’s less wellknown but eminently more sensible nextdoor-neighbor who also married a prince.
The pair lived happily-ever-after in a
small cottage with solar heating, studying
waste disposal engineering and caring for
orphaned kittens, all the while laughing
and joking, trying organic recipes together,
and dancing. Solar power is not just a
fairytale!
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Library

Art
The Art Room has produced amazing salad
gardens while keeping the landfills free of
plastic. Along with the sun’s help and lots
of watering, students reused, reduced and
recycled to grow an edible garden.
And in Art class, students used the sun to
explore the properties of shadows. Using
their own original wood sculptures of
geometric shapes, they studied the angles
produced within the shadows. On their
own they extended the lesson to create
and examine their own stylized body
shadows on our new art patio – and had so
much fun!

Connections
PE

Celebrating the Sun
Physical Education incorporates yoga
exercises, stretches, and movements in
a child-friendly format. During Earth
Week, students saluted the sun under
the iconic oak tree observing their own
shadows as they practiced different
poses.
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The PS1 Alumni Association

Gina Rockenwagner

AlumniCorner

Alumni Corner

Ryan Browne

Ivey Burns, 2005–2011
Bonnie Burns wrote in to share some exciting
news! Ivey recently won the middle school
over/fences championship for California
and Nevada for the Interscholastic Equestrian Association (IEA) and headed to the
National Finals in Syracuse, NY.
Martha Mendoza, alumni Faculty
Bill Moyers recently featured former PS1
teacher and now award-winning Associated
Press reporter, Martha Mendoza (she was
Martha Snyder when she worked at PS1).
Her article “Silicon Valley Poverty is often
Ignored by the Tech Hub’s Elite” ran in the
Huffington Post on March 10th.
Have a look. http://billmoyers.com/
content/homeless-in-high-techs-shadow/
Emily Surloff, 2001–2009
Emily competed with the Windward Wildcats Basketball team in the State Championships on March 23rd. Leading up to the
championship, Emily made eight of 11 field
goals and scored 26 points to help her team
win the section title against Gardena Serra.
Emily Gasster, 2002–2009
Emily is a sophomore at Marlborough School
and interested in a career in medicine. Community service is a priority for Emily, and she
currently donates her time as a transport volunteer at UCLA Medical Center. She helps
move and discharge patients with a smile,
and says, “I find it very rewarding to bring
joy to patients who have been sick.”
David Gasster, 1997–2004
David graduated from Crossroads School in
2010 and is a junior at University of Colorado at Boulder studying Integrated Physiology. He has already become a certified
personal trainer.
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Dylan Vecchione, 2004–2011
Dylan spoke at TEDxTeen on March 16th. He
joined the likes of Nelson Mandela’s grandson and Chelsea Clinton to speak about the
coral reefs he is working to save. TEDxTeen
is one of the most watched TED events and
needless to say Dylan was nervous. He
said, “It will not be too bad, after all I did
five years of PS1 circle times!” The event
was streamed live to over 5,000 locations
world-wide and you can see a replay at
http://www.tedxteen.com/talks/tedxteen2013/159-dylan-vecchione-passionatequestioning.
Gabriel Trop, 1981–1986
Gabriel Trop is an Assistant Professor of
Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures at UNC-Chapel Hill. He is also on the
German School faculty of Middlebury College in Vermont. He received his PhD in German and Medieval Studies from UC Berkeley
after having studied at Stanford University
(1999) and the University of Paris IV. His
research interests focus on eighteenth-century German literature and philosophy, with
a special emphasis on poetry and poetics
from Rococo to Romanticism. His love of
poetry is exceeded only by his passion for
classical music, and he spends a great deal
of his free time playing the cello.
Max Lebovitz, 1991–1996
Max is back in LA working as the VP of
marketing for new start-up called Pogoseat.
Pogoseat is a mobile ticketing app that
enables fans to upgrade seats at concerts,
sports games, and other live events. He is
also wrapping up his MBA at Loyola Marymount University with a dual emphasis in
marketing and entrepreneurship.

Max Lebovitz

Gina Rockenwagner, 1994–2000
We tracked down Gina Rockenwagner in
Peru, working for a New York luxury accessory company called Eugenia Kim. She says:
“I work on the knit line. We do a lot of our
production in Peru so they sent me to work
with the knitters and oversee production
of our Fall/Winter 2013 line. It’s such an incredible opportunity and I’m enjoying every
minute of it. Right now I’m in Arequipa, the
mecca of Alpaca. More Alpaca is produced
here than any other place in the world. The
women here are such amazing knitters, they
can teach me more than I can teach them
(and I’m supposed to be the expert). I’m
still working on my own projects concurrently.” You can see her work at www.
ginarockenwagner.com.
She goes on to say, “I was in LA for the
holidays. My mom drove me past PS1 while
we were out in Santa Monica. I barely recognized it! It was really great to hear from
Abbie Perttula! I have such great memories
from the 2 years I spent in her class.”
Ryan Browne, 1988–1994
Ryan lives in San Francisco, playing in two
bands, Tortured Genies and Sonny and The
Sunsets. Always a creative guy, Ryan is also
writing short stories. He told us, “If I had to
think about what aspect of PS1 was most
influential on me as a person, Barbara and
Ellie’s poetry class would probably be at the
top.” He remembers producing a magazine
at PS1 with Nick Frankel and is still grateful
to Nick for teaching him Photoshop, “…a skill
that I have built on and even turned into an
almost-career (I worked as a graphic designer in Melbourne for about four years).”
Ryan is doing free-lance video editing and
graphic design. He’s playing music with
Alexi Glickman and Zach Ehrlich and keeps
in touch with Brian Roth and Brandon Bogajewicz, among others.

Emily Gasster

Ben, Will and Sam Gaynor

Gabriel Trop

Levi Dylan, 2000–2006
Levi Dylan graduated from New Roads
School in 2012 with music on his mind. Levi
has a serious music career that has blossomed into a recording career. He and his
band recently signed with Atlantic. For
about 2 years he’s played bass with a band
called Blowing Up the Moon, opening for
some major LA groups at the Troubador
and other venues across the country. They
recently changed the name to Dreamers
Dose, and played at Saint Rocke in Hermosa
Beach on May 2.

Emily Surloff

Will Gaynor, 2005–2012
When Will Gaynor celebrated his Bar Mitzvah in April, guests came to the service with
gifts… of dog food. Ben had requested as
part of his Mitzvah Project that friends and
family contribute to Perfect Pet Rescue,
which provides adoption of stray dogs in
Los Angeles. Will’s brothers Sam (class of
’09) and Ben (class of ’06) were in attendance, of course. Ben is enjoying his first
year at Indiana University, and Sam and Will
both attend Brentwood School.

Sam Alper, 1995–2001
A graduate of Harvard-Westlake and Brown
University, Sam is an actor, director and
playwright who has been working in the
theater business in Los Angeles and New
York City for the last several years, most
recently at La Mama Experimental Theater Club. At Brooklyn’s Brick Theater in
November of 2012 he directed a one-act
play he had co-authored. He is a member of
Collectin in Los Angeles, a group of actors,
writers, producers and directors who collaborate on films and performances.
Stuart Rodriguez, 1991–93
Stuart attended Lindenwood University in
Missouri and Curry College in Massachusetts. He is currently working as the Maitre
D’ at Ocean and Vine Restaurant at Loews
Santa Monica and says, “Work is teaching
me responsibility and I’m learning to love
the every day fabric of life, love and happiness… I’m a family man like [his brother]
Will. No children and no wife however.
Striving for healthy life-style at the work
place and in all my personal relationships.
I have a love for the international game of
soccer and sports, and I’m inspired by art
and architecture alike...”

Levi Dylan, second from left

Stories from the Archives
Two classes of Youngers have been investigating the history of PS1 this year. Traci and
Jen divided their class into five small groups
to visit the PS1 Archives on East Campus in
April. Their purpose was to learn about the
history of the school, with special emphasis
on 1997-98 when their classroom was built.
They examined an album of construction
photos, perused Periscope pages, yearbooks, T-shirts and the all-school photo
from that year. They held the metal letters
that spelled our logo on the former staircase. Archivist Ellie Pelcyger gave a 15 minute wrap-up of the visits in their classroom.
As their leadership goal, three second year
students from Lucia, Gina, and Kitaka’s class
created personal time lines, and are working
with Ellie on a timeline of PS1’s history. Once
Ruby, Lukas, and Imogen make a class presentation, their time line will become a part
of the archive collection.
Another new acquisition to the Archives will
be personal profiles of students written by
a few Olders on the day of their teachers’
retreat. Ellie met with 21 Olders students
and asked them to write continuously for 40
minutes about another student, describing
his or her personality and character. These
profiles are being edited and will become
part of the collection. Student work about
the school has been an integral part of the
documents that tell the story of PS1, and
when the children give witness to events
and people in our history, they become the
historians.

Making History:
Ellie Pelcyger

We try to include as many Alumni updates as space
allows. If you were not included in this column, and
you sent us an update, please look for your feature in
an upcoming issue. We love hearing your news!
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PS1 Green Facts (compiled by Olders students):
you know that in 2009 Americans produced enough 		
• Did
trash to encircle the globe 24 times?
you know that the average American wastes 684 gallons
• Did
of water a year letting it run while he/she brushes teeth?
you know that 13 million gallons of water are wasted 		
• Did
every hour in myriad ways?
you know that one sixty foot tall tree can still only 		
• Did
produce 1-2 rolls of paper towels?
you know that at our current rate of climate change 		
• Did
there will only be 7000 polar bears by 2015?
you know that rechargeable batteries are better
• Did
because they create less toxic waste?
you know that 40% of all food produced in the USA is 		
• Did
wasted and thrown away every day?

Moving Up Day is June 14th at 10:00am!
Do you hold the key to
identifying the PS1 Alumni in
this hilarious photo?

Save The Date!
May

Please email Amanda: amanda@psone.org
June

Congrats to
Juliana HannerDeVito, and Holly
Swope, who recognized former
students: Caroline
Watts, Benny
Fillo, and Konnor
Keith from the
last Periscope’s
mystery photo.

27

Memorial Day; No school

30

School Tour

31

Memoir Club

4

Book Breakfast

5

Annual Giving Leadership Reception

6

School Tour

7

New Family Dinner

7, 10

Shakespeare Circle Time

12

All School Slide Show/Leaf Ceremony

13

Last Day of Classes; Graduation

14

Moving Up Day

20

Memoir Club End-of-Year Lunch

